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About This Game

I'm sure you remember this game. It was the first soccer game that made you smell the grass and feel on your leg after every
foul. You were playing from virtually any perspective with smooth and fast camera action that got you in the game. Its

interactive technology didn't look better, but it played better. You do remember, don't you?

Choose from 44 international teams and select the position you want to play. Try head to head or alternating play modes for one
or two players and even more multiplayer fun?

Feel the soccer once again.

The first football game to utilize 3D graphics; also known as Actua Soccer

Create your own team and customize it to suit your preferences

Play with up to 15 of your friends!
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Title: VR Soccer '96
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Gremlin Interactive Ltd.
Publisher:
Interplay
Release Date: 31 Mar, 1996

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Windows Vista

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 162.4 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please be advised that Windows 10 operating system will receive frequent hardware driver and software
updates following its release; this may affect game compatibility

English
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Fun, simple, and awesome indie game. The pictures do not lie. :). I bought this Game a while back in a huge Mumbo Jumbo
Bundle and I am not dissapointed.

First off this is the second Midnight Mysteries / HO game in the series and before you go ahead and play this one, I strongly
recommend playing the first one, otherwise you will be a bit confused on whats going on. Whilst the Story is different from the
first one it still has features that get explained in there and you would not want to miss them.

Second of all I noticed that this is also the first one in the Line that has Steam Achievements (The First one did not) however
they seem to not unlock at all although I do have them in the game. So if you are a Achievement Hunter wait until this gets
fixed.

Now to the actual Game. The Resolution is once again not changeable but its higher res then the first one and once you get used
to it you will be able to find objects in the HO scenes.

I personally found this Game alot easier in the HO Scenes due to it being less downscaled and more sharper then the first one,
also the colours are alot better.

For the First Time the game includes Bonus Content such as, Deleted Scenes, Sketches, Easter Eggs & unlimited Hidden Object
mode. It also had for the first time in Midnight Mystery Games a Crafting System in he Inventory.

The Story itself is once again amazing and it had a great atmosphere. Although comparing to the first one, this one has some
jumpscares that catched me every now and then. This would off been great for Halloween.

Although I find this Game great I wished that the Steam Achievements would work and I hope this will be fixed in near future.

All in all this Game is amazing in its story and core. The Main Story is only 3 Hours long and I believe with all the extras you
might get another 1 or 2 hours out of it. Which is why I recommend grabbing this Game on Sale and hope that the Achievments
until then are fixed.

Here are my other Reviews for the Midnight Mysteries Games:
Midnight Mysteries: The Edgar Allan Poe Conspiracy (1)
Midnight Mysteries 3: Devil on the Mississippi
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Midnight Mysteries 4: Haunted Houdini
Midnight Mysteries: Witches of Abraham - Collector's Edition (5). really good but culd you add easier beards (just got the
game). Honey Rose is an interesting idea that fortunately pays off. It's part visual novel, part life sim and part 2D fighting game.
It'd be really easy for such a game to be a complete mess, but HR pulls it off masterfully.

You play as the eponymous Honey Rose, who's a University student whose dream is to become a masked wrestling star. But, of
course, her secret life as luchadora is endangered by her parents' ultimatum of graduation or moving to another town. It's up to
you as the player to help her balance her life to hopefully achieve both goals.

Gameplay is fun and a good balance between modes. You have to help Honey both by correct decision making and good
reflexes in a I-can't-believe-it-works marriage of usually completely disparate gameplay mechanics. The game does a good job
of easing you into it, and I give props for the excellent way options are displayed at the start.

Besides gameplay, the art style also has to be commended. It's really appealing and not the cliche stuff you keep seeing in games
of each genre. I also have to give an applause for the fantastic idea for payment options. Though I'd be happy to pay the price if
they had decided to sell it normally. It really is a fun game, and it's worth the time and money. I've only played it for less than a
couple of hours at the time of writing this review, but I can tell you right now I'm going to be spending a lot of time with it..
Very amazing it was done totally by one person!

Pros:
Impressive graphics, especially considering it was made entirely by one person.
Interesting soundtrack. Spooky!
Could probably easily be adapted into a VR game.
Fun hidden achievments, and some of the clues and hidden objects are actually tricky.
Unexpected jump scares
the tree theme is interesting

Cons:
The English isn't great. It could of used more proofing. Capital letters, proper tense, amd grammer structure were all missing
quite a bit.
Controls are a bit glitchy, it can take a few tries to interact with something.
No zoom function - which can be tricky for notcing the tiny clues.
Visually very dark- so it's hard to see some things.
A lot of the tasks are glitchy. You'll do the correct thing and it wont work. But then you re-enter the space, and it works.
A lot of the tasks require you to walk away and come back. For instance, a locked door makes you think you're stuck in a room.
but then you walk away, come back, and the door breaks
It seems like this takes place in the 80s but the costumes on the characters are all victoria era?
Some of the mini games you'll have the answer correct and it wont work unless you save, exit, and relaunch
If you save and come back to the game you aren't always where you left off
Quite reptative, going through the same rooms over and over again
There is a journal of sorts but it only gets a few entries. It would be great if it told you your objectives when you're stuck,
otherwise there's no real use to it.
Some of the puzzles I had to look on here to find the answer. I am still not sure how you would find the answer without help.

Even though my list of cons is long, I actually think this game has a LOT of potential, and I enjoyed playing it. I Am impressed
with the developer and hope they continue to put out games. This was better than a lot of games that have full teams.. Very bad
soundrack but decent local co-op claymation shmup
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Alter Ego is a fairly standard point and click game that also adds some mystery and detective elements in as well. However,
while somewhat solid, the negatives outweigh the positives for me and I can’t recommend this.

You alternate playing between 2 characters, Tim and Detective Briscol. This is an interesting mechanic, especially in a point and
click game. It works well and the two characters stories get intertwined to eventually uncover the mystery as a whole.

Game mechanics are ok. It does well with being able to quickly jump from screen to screen. You are also able to click to skip to
the next dialog if your reading is faster than the characters speech. Graphics are decent and the pre-rendered backgrounds are
pretty. The voice acting is generally good, some lack of emotion in various scenes but hits the mark most of the time. Each
character has a different personality and are easy to remember.

Puzzles (if you can call them that) only go as far as using items on things and combining items in your inventory and using it on
things. This in itself isn’t difficult, but the exact combination that might be needed to reach a point can be frustrating. You may
have to speak with someone and ask a particular question and then show them a particular item in order to advance. This is
spanned over various scenes many times and ended up feeling like padding in the game.

An odd thing I picked up on…the character Tim comes off as a wimpy guy who doesn’t want to do any work or manual labor.
This trend is repeated numerous times and doesn’t make him feel dangerous or threatening.

One of my biggest gripes with the game is the game speed and overall game pace. It’s very slow. Animations are slow and must
complete before something else happens. Voice acting pauses when the subtitles slowly refresh and cause disjointed sentences.
The story needed to be told either quicker or with more engaging things. I felt like it was dragging on.

The ending and areas leading up to it seem to be rushed. Sudden increase in cinematics, parts of gameplay left out that could
have easily been made into a scene. The entire plot is also told to you in sequence which takes the fun out of piecing it together
yourself.

Native Resolution
The game runs at an odd native resolution of 1680 x 1050. Running the game on that resolution worked out well and nothing
was cut off.

Pros
+60fps
+Alternate between storylines / characters
+Voice acting is decent
+Characters are all unique

Cons
+Slow gameplay and game pacing
+Tim comes off as wimpy and not threatening
+Ending is poor and last part of the game is rushed
+Too much going back and forth between locations

4/10 Below average. Got virtual hands to grope them...very WP. Genuinely enjoyed playthrough, wouldn't replay right away,
maybe in a few months.. Do not buy!! The program is useless!!!. We need season 3 of this awesome show!. Amazing game,
LOVE it. Having a lot of fun with this game so far. There arent many people who play this game YET so most of the time you
are just shooting brainless, motionless fake cores. I think with some more polish (adding maps, the ability to change the aiming
reticle, etc..) this game has a real chance of making it big; like esport big. Definitely will recommend to friends.. Game really
sucks and wouldnt play it for fun, but i made a 6 cents profit from afking and getting trading cards.Also i got it on sale.. Really
fun twist to racing games! I'd say that the only downside is that there is no single player vs. AI. Y'all need to get this game and
make the multiplayer more active :)
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